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Most of you will have a copy of your Child’s current LSPs - These are 
the individual targets that we work on with your child at School. To help 
with this at home, I will try to make sure, as much as possible, that all 
individual communication aids are sent home if needed - Including 
communication books/ PECs/ Signs and symbols etc. If you have any 
questions about your child’s targets, or how how we use these 
communication methods with your child, then please feel free to 
contact me. 

Another good communication activity for some children, is ‘Intensive 
Interaction’ - There is loads of information and lovely videos online 
about how to use this effectively. 


The Topic for the rest of this Half-Term is ‘Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory’, which the children have been really enjoying. I have included 
the short Sensory Story that we use weekly. 


Most of you will have your own physical activities that you do with your 
children at home, however I understand it may be difficult without 
things such as Standing frames and walkers, for example. I have 
included an example of a ‘Story massage’ that we do with the children 
in Class. This is a nice physical activity that they all enjoy, and involves 
delivering a short Story or song, together with the matching massage 
strokes and movements.


Some children will benefit from the different Sensory experiences and 
be able to communicate preferences whilst taking part in exploration. 
For other children, you may want to stretch their learning by identifying 
different colours, for example and completing their work in a more 
formal/structured way. Any small problem solving activities will stretch 
their cognitive skills - such as using bricks, puzzles and switch toys if 
you have them. 


Enjoy… Emma. 




Art ideas: We have already enjoyed making golden tickets and 
‘Chocolate Gloop’ during Sensory Art. We were planning on creating 
these to add to our topic work this week… 


Any exploration activities are also good, so we always try to create our 
own Topic related exploration tray in Class for free time. For Charlie and 
the Chocolate Factory, this could include sweet wrappers, lots of bright 
colours, smells and tastes if appropriate. I have included how to 
complete a ‘Sensology workout’ with your child, as this is another nice 
activity that we complete weekly, in a darkened, calm environment. 


Cooking idea: This week we were planning on making Blueberry Muffins 
and usually get all of our Recipes from the BBC website. 





